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The field of Supply Chain Management (SCM) is experiencing rapid strides in the use of Industry 4.0 4
technologies and the conceptualization of new supply chain configurations for online retail, sustainable and 5
green supply chains, and the Circular Economy. Thus, there is an increasing impetus to use simulation tech- 6
niques such as discrete-event simulation, agent-based simulation, and hybrid simulation in the context of 7
SCM. In conventional supply chain simulation, the underlying constituents of the system like manufactur- 8
ing, distribution, retail, and logistics processes are often modelled and executed as a single model. Unlike this 9
conventional approach, a distributed supply chain simulation (DSCS) enables the coordinated execu- 10
tion of simulation models using specialist software. To understand the current state-of-the-art of DSCS, this 11
paper presents a methodological review and categorization of literature in DSCS using a framework-based 12
approach. Through a study of over 130 articles, we report on the motivation for using DSCS, the modelling 13
techniques, the underlying distributed computing technologies and middleware, its advantages and a future 14
agenda, and also limitations and trade-offs that may be associated with this approach. The increasing adop- 15
tion of technologies like Internet-of-Things and Cloud Computing will ensure the availability of both data 16
and models for distributed decision-making, which is likely to enable data-driven DSCS of the future. This 17
review aims to inform organizational stakeholders, simulation researchers and practitioners, distributed sys- 18
tems developers and software vendors, as to the current state-of-the art of DSCS, and which will inform the 19
development of future DSCS using new applied computing approaches.
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The shift of management focus from individual businesses to networks of interlinked enterprises,32
or supply chains, has been evident since the 1990s [Eddama & Coast 2008; Lambert & Cooper33
2000]. Supply Chains are multifaceted networks of business entities involving processes from pro-34
curement and manufacturing to sales and support [Stevens 1989]. They involve forward and back-35
wards flows of products, information and monetary exchange, which are influenced by variable36
supply and demand across the supply chain. This is intensified by global markets encouraging hy-37
percompetitive environments. Shortened product lives and increased customer expectations have38
forced companies to focus their attention on supply chain management [Bandinelli et al. 2006].39
Modern supply chain management (SCM) approaches favour a global, holistic view in which40
the individual business entities, or echelons, share information and trust each other, rather than41
only trying to optimize their local processes independently [Chapman & Corso 2005]. The com-42
plexity and dynamic behaviour of supply chains can make SCM challenging. There are different43
approaches to supply chain design and analysis, including deterministic analytical models, sto-44
chastic analytical models, economic models, and simulation [Beamon 1998]. Arguably, simulation45
is an attractive decision support technique as it can accommodate complex, dynamic behaviour46
and can be used to explore system sensitivity and explore “what-if” scenarios across a range of47
key performance indicators and parameters [Mertins et al. 2005; Terzi & Cavalieri 2004; Banks et48
al. 2002]. Simulation techniques commonly used to analyze supply chains include discrete-event49
simulation (DES) [Law and Kelton 2000], system dynamics (SD) [Sterman 2001], agent-based50
simulation (ABS) [Davidsson 2000], Monte Carlo simulation [Jellouli and Chatelet 2001; Mooney51
1997], and, more recently, through a combination of hybrid simulation [Brailsford et al. 2019].52
A Supply Chain Simulation, or SCS, is generally implemented as a single computer model.53
Such models may include processes specific to the various echelons of the supply chain (e.g., man-54
ufacturers, distributors and retailers) and include transport and logistics operations. In this con-55
ventional modelling approach, decision-makers responsible for the constituent parts of the supply56
chain will collectively conceptualize the model, provide knowledge of their respective operational57
processes, provide input data/distributions, co-develop KPI metrics and scenarios for experimenta-58
tion. This model co-development process thus allows the stakeholders to experimentally explore59
supply-chain issues such as demand management, production scheduling, product routing, and60
order fulfilment. The review paper by Terzi & Cavalieri [2004] presents several examples of the ap-61
plication of conventional SCS for demand and sales planning, production planning and scheduling,62
inventory management, distribution and transportation [Terzi & Cavalieri 2004]. More recently,63
such models have investigated supply chain-centric business models [Jia et al. 2016]. Distinct from64
the conventional approach, a supply chain simulation can also consist of multiple models, each of65
which may represent one or more echelons of the supply chain. Multiple models may become66
necessary if, for example, the tiers of the supply chain are averse to sharing data and for reuse of67
verified and validated models. Since the late 1970s, the field of Parallel and Distributed Simulation68
has studied approaches to distributing a simulation across many computers and linking together69
and reusing existing simulations running on one or more processors [Fujimoto 2000]. Co-ordinated70
execution of such distributed models over different computers requires specialist distributed com-71
puting software. This software is called distributed simulation middleware, and we refer to this72
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simulation approach as a distributed supply chain simulation or DSCS. In the remainder of the 73
paper, the acronym DS refers to Distributed Simulation. The next paragraph presents a short 74
introduction to the technical aspects of DS. 75
The middleware for DS implements algorithms that enable the synchronised execution of com- 76
puter models simulated as separate processes either in the same computer or, more generally, in 77
different computers. Irrespective, the general principle remains the same - the models are inde- 78
pendent entities within a DES program, with inter-model communication taking place through 79
distributed computing approaches such as sockets and web services. The algorithms are gener- 80
ally referred to as time management algorithms as their primary function is the co-ordination 81
of simulation time among concurrently executing DES programs. We explain the importance of 82
time management in a DS context by taking the example of a DES program that executes a model 83
using the three-phase approach [Tocher 1963]. This approach is also referred to as the ABC ap- 84
proach and can be implemented by a program which has the following three crucial components 85
- the simulation engine (simulation executive), the logical simulation clock, and a list of events 86
that are maintained in an increasing timestamped order (the event list). The simulation executive 87
loops through the event list and repeats the ‘ABC phases of DES’ until the end of the simulation. 88
In phase A, it finds the next event from the event list and then advances the simulation clock to 89
the time of the next event; in phase B, it executes all scheduled bound events; in phase C, it tries 90
and executes all conditional events [Tocher 1963]. As every DES taking part in the execution of 91
an overarching DS will have its simulation clock and an event list, the time management algo- 92
rithms are essential for the prevention of causality errors. Causality errors happen as a result of 93
a failure to process simulation events in increasing timestamp order. More specifically, it occurs 94
when a simulation has processed an event with timestamp T1 and subsequently receives another 95
event with timestamp T2, wherein T1 > T2. Since the execution of the event with timestamp T1 96
will have normally changed the state variables that the subsequent event with timestamp T2 will 97
use, this would amount to simulating a system in which the future could affect the past [Fujimoto 98
1990]. For a conventional simulation executed using one DES program, it is fairly easy to avoid a 99
causality error as there is only one logical clock and only one event list. In the case of DS, however, 100
the avoidance of causality is a lot more difficult because it has to deal with multiple event lists and 101
multiple logical clocks. 102
Our review aims to inform supply chain stakeholders, simulation researchers and practition- 103
ers, distributed systems’ developers and software vendors, as to the current state-of-the-art of 104
DSCS. This will inform the development of integrated modelling and simulation (M&S) solu- 105
tions for the future supply chains, e.g., symbiotic SCS and hybrid modelling with the combined 106
application of DSCS with new applied computing approaches and Industry 4.0 technologies [Gunal 107
2019]. Industry 4.0 encompasses several concepts, such as smart factories, cyber-physical systems, 108
self-organization, new approaches to product and service development, and new distribution and 109
procurement systems [Lasi et al. 2014]. Among these, in the context of M&S, the concept of smart 110
factories is arguably the most significant. In an Industry 4.0 smart factory, manufacturing pro- 111
cesses are equipped with sensors, autonomous systems and ubiquitous computing technologies, 112
and which enable autonomous control of the production processes through the digitalized models 113
of products and factories [Lasi et al. 2014] - also known as “digital twins”. The growth of Indus- 114
try 4.0 and ubiquitous computing technologies such as the Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT), 115
real-time data streaming technologies, Cloud computing, Big Data and analytics and cybersecurity, 116
ensures the availability of data and models for distributed decision making. The data-driven DSCS 117
of the future could be radically different from what has hitherto been reported in the literature, 118
for example, digital twins of supply chain ecosystems, execution over third-party environments to 119
ensure data hiding, Internet/Web-based/’Simulation as a Service’ execution of models developed 120
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using heterogenous Commercial, Off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages. Irrespective, the121
technical literature associated with distributed simulation will be relevant since the data-driven122
supply chain models of the future, which may be executed over Cloud, High Performance Com-123
puting or General-Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) environments, will continue124
to rely on algorithms for time-stamped message exchange and protocols for coordinated execution125
of models (also referred to as distributed simulation synchronization). This is the realm of the the-126
ory of distributed discrete-event simulation [Misra 1986] and its underlying protocols, such as the127
classic Chandy-Misra-Byrant conservative time synchronization [Chandy and Misra 1981; Bryant128
1977] and Jefferson’s Time Wrap optimistic algorithm [Jefferson 1985]. Although the fundamen-129
tals of distributed simulation date back to the 1970-80s, the topic continues to be relevant today.130
Recent papers on distributed simulation present new frameworks and algorithms [e.g., Marzolla et131
al. 2020; Tampouratzis et al. 2020; Li et al. 2019] and report new applications, e.g., distributed sim-132
ulation for realizing scalable cloud data centres [Elahi et al. 2020], linking data to different model133
types in the area of industrial construction [Pereira et al. 2020] and cyber-physical co-simulation134
of shipboard electrical systems based on a distributed simulation standard [Wu et al. 2020].135
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we compare DSCS with con-136
ventional SCS. We take the example of the blood supply chain and discuss both the distributed and137
the traditional variants of the model and, through this example, highlight the motivation of de-138
veloping a DSCS. In Section 3, we outline the methodological approach used in identifying papers139
that constitute our dataset and present the literature analysis framework. Section 4 presents the140
results from the literature review, followed by discussion in Section 5. Section 6 is the concluding141
section. It outlines the limitations of this research and a detailed list of suggestions for future work.142
2 COMPARING CONVENTIONAL AND DISTRIBUTED SUPPLY CHAIN SIMULATION:143
AN EXAMPLE OF THE BLOOD SUPPLY CHAIN144
In this section, we take the example of an existing work on blood supply chains to perform an145
informed assessment of conventional and distributed SCS in terms of support for privacy/data146
hiding, model reusability, execution speed, and so on. This is used as a reference point, since this147
SCS study has both conventional and distributed implementations in the context of a single case148
study. More specifically, the study implements both a standard one-computer simulation of a UK149
blood supply chain [Katsaliaki & Brailsford 2007], as well as its distributed counterpart with several150
models executed over multiple computers [Mustafee et al. 2009].151
A blood supply chain requires processes specific to donor blood collection, testing of blood,152
central storage, blood distribution, local hospital storage, and so on, to be represented in an SCS153
model; multiple organizations may be responsible for these processes. For example, in the UK, the154
National Health Service Blood and Transfusion Services (NHS BT) is responsible for donor155
collections, testing and issue of blood. In contrast, individual hospitals are responsible for local156
policies on ordering, inventory management and transfusion. An example of a conventional sim-157
ulation is the one developed by Katsaliaki & Brailsford [2007] in which a single SCS model was158
implemented in a DES environment and was executed on a single computer; the model consisted159
of the processes of the NHS BT and several other hospitals. Mustafee et al. [2009] extended the con-160
ventional model of the NHS BT supply chain and developed a distributed model. It was composed161
of five separate models, one for the central NHS BT and four other DES models that represented162
processes specific to individual hospitals. They used IEEE1515 High Level Architecture standard163
and RTI1.5NG middleware for the execution of the HLA federation. In this work, the motivation164
to develop a distributed model was the need for faster simulation execution. However, there could165
be other motivations. For example, we may consider the scenario of a private healthcare system166
where individual hospitals may be reluctant to share their local blood management policies. The167
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Fig. 1. Conventional simulation is executed over one computer (left). A DS is executed over multiple com-
puters that are connected to a network (right).
supplier may also be unwilling to make available internal process information, as there may exist a 168
market for blood products with more than one supplier in competition for business from different 169
hospitals. In such cases, a single computer model may not be reliable as the interconnected parts 170
of the systems may be unwilling to divulge with the organizational knowledge and data required 171
for implementing an all-encompassing supply chain model. A DSCS alleviates such issues about 172
privacy/data-hiding and may facilitate the reuse of models; DSCS enables individual entities to exert 173
control over models that represent processes specific to their organizations while being a part of 174
the overarching distributed simulation federation. Thus, DSCS presents new possibilities related 175
to model reuse, privacy, data integrity, and simulation speed. Figure 1 provides an illustration of a 176
standalone simulation and a DS. Table 1 presents a comparison of the conventional one-computer 177
simulation approach with the DS approach. 178
DS has been widely applied in areas such as defense [Dahmann et al. 1997], combat modelling 179
[Tolk 2012] and in building large-scale network simulations [Taylor et al. 2012a]. However, despite 180
the increasing number of standards, models and architectures which are available for determining 181
how and when a DS can be used for SCS [Bandinelli et al. 2006] and the potential benefits of DSCS 182
(Table 1), there is slow uptake in the industry [Boer et al. 2009; Robinson 2005]. DSCS is complex as 183
multiple models often need to be simulated in different machines in a synchronized manner. The 184
synchronized execution of models necessitates underlying mechanisms for time-stamped mes- 185
sage transfers using a point-to-point approach (non-centralized), or, more commonly, by using 186
distributed simulation middleware that handles simulation time advance and information transfer 187
via a computer network. Through this literature review, we identify the DS standards and mid- 188
dleware that have been used in the context of SCS, the different simulation techniques used to 189
model the supply chains, the CSPs and programming languages to implement the models, the DS 190
testbeds to execute the supply chain models, and whether the studies contributed to real-world 191
solution implementation. 192
3 METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK FOR LITERATURE ANALYSIS 193
The set of articles for a literature review (subsequently referred to as its dataset) may comprise 194
of representative work that is selected by the authors based on their knowledge of the subject 195
area, for example, the review paper on crowd modelling and simulation by Zhou et al. [2010] fol- 196
lowed this approach. Articles for the review can also be identified through a two-stage process, 197
wherein a preliminary dataset is first selected through a methodological approach that involves 198
keyword searches using scholarly databases. This is followed by reading the abstracts to establish 199
the relevant articles for the final dataset, for example, Brailsford et al. [2019] employed this two- 200
stage approach in their state-of-the-art review on hybrid simulation. For the DSCS review, we have 201
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Table 1. Comparing Conventional Supply Chain Simulation (SCS) with Distributed Supply Chain
Simulation (DSCS)
Conventional SCS DSCS
Model Reuse A supply chain is modelled as one
single computer model, and it may
consist of one or more echelons of the
supply chain. The models are often
implemented using COTS simulation
packages, e.g., SimulTM, ArenaTM. It
may prove to be challenging to “cut
and paste” parts of a model relating to
a supply chain entity due to model
dependencies. Reuse of models across
COTS packages (i.e., to reuse part of a
model that has been developed in one
simulation software and use it in a
different software) is not an option.
Distinct simulations models are
developed for individual supply chain
entities. The models are often
implemented using COTS simulation
packages. These are significantly
easier to reuse as the “interface”
between simulations is relatively
simple. Simulations developed in
different packages can be linked
together as the interface between
packages is again relatively simple.
Privacy A conventional SCS does not allow
privacy of data as all features are
available to all users. However, some
packages may allow hiding source
data (e.g. production schedules).
Different organizations simulate the
distinct supply chain models within
the confines of their firewall (a few
sockets are kept open for
communication with other models).
Model detail and source data are
hidden. Users see only a high-level
view or just their models and
experiment results.
Data Integrity Single simulations typically use local
SQL databases, Excel spreadsheets, flat
files, and so on. If the local data
sources are not linked to the supply
chain databases (which may belong to
several organizations), they can be out
of date when the simulations are
executed. Linking the data sources can
be complex, depending on what
database technology is used.
As there is no one overarching SCS
model, but rather, several sub-models
of the underlying supply chain held in
different organisations, they can be
programmed to use the database
sources directly when experiments are
being executed.
Speed They are limited by the hardware
specification of the computer running
the simulation.
The processing load is shared over




Implementation In the industry, simulation models are
generally developed using COTS
simulation packages. This is also true
for the implementation of
conventional SCS models.
In the case of DSCS, a Commercial,
off-the-shelf distributed solution does
not exist. So, although the individual
SC models may be programmed using
commercial packages, specialist
knowledge of distributed simulation
will be required to realize a DSCS.
This often requires additional
expertise only available from specialist
consultancies or research institutions.
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Table 2. Literature Analysis Framework using the PPMO Framework
A. Profiling Research B. Problem Definition and Context
• Publication characteristics (journal-conference;
year; publishing outlets)
• Type of paper (research paper, survey,
discussion)
• Study type: Does it include: 1) conceptual
design, 2) implementation, 3) scenarios for
experimentation, 4) case study/real-world case?
• The motivation for research (e.g., faster
execution time, information sharing/hiding)
• SC Sector (e.g., manufacturing, health)
• SC Echelons: The number of SC actors
identified from the problem context: What
are the SC echelons (e.g., supplier, wafer
production line, testing line)?
• Clearly defined real-world problem and
stakeholder involvement
C. Model Development & DS Implementation D. Study Outcome
• Simulation technique (e.g., DES, ABS, SD)
• Tools/Languages used (e.g., programming
languages such as C++ and JAVA, COTS
simulation packages like ArenaTM and
FleximTM, computing architectures like
CORBA)
• Choice of middleware (e.g., HLA RTI, bespoke
DS middleware like GRIDS)
• Categorization of DSCS studies based on
prominent research themes
• Distributed simulation test beds
• Contribution: what was the contribution of
the study?
• Was it a generalizable contribution (Yes/No)
• Proposed implementation (worked out
solution given)
• Real-world solution implementation and by
whom
• Future research: does the study indicate
future research direction
adopted this second approach. Thus, a preliminary dataset was first identified using the Web of Sci- 202
ence® and Scopus citation and journal databases, and the ACM Digital Library and IEEE Explorer. 203
Articles were searched with the keywords “distributed”, “simulation”, “supply”, and “chain” in the 204
title, abstract or keywords of the publication. We included articles in the English language from 205
1970 until 2020 (March). Approximately 400 papers were identified through our search strategy. 206
For every paper in the preliminary dataset, two authors reviewed the abstract. Where an abstract 207
did not provide sufficient information to inform the inclusion decision, the authors relied on full- 208
text reading. Articles were either included or excluded based on their relevance to the scope of 209
the literature review. For example, several papers that dealt with distributed simulation as an en- 210
abling technology and only briefly mentioning supply chains in passing were excluded. Editorials 211
and articles that only referred to the supply chain application as a reference example were also 212
excluded. However, experimental results that used a supply chain application to validate a method 213
were accepted as were panel discussions on the topic. Next, for papers included in the review, the 214
snowballing technique was used to identify additional articles from the reference list of the afore- 215
mentioned papers. At the end of the paper selection stage, we had a total of 131 articles and which 216
constituted the underlying dataset for this review article. 217
Next, we developed a framework to capture and classify information from the selected papers 218
(Table 2). We identified the following four categories of variables with each construct consisted of 219
a number of variables that were used to describe the key aspects of the research being reviewed: 220
(a) Profiling Research: variables related to the general metrics, such as article type, the source of the 221
publication (conference, journal), and so on; (b) Problem Definition & Context: those that provide in- 222
sights on the problem being addressed, such as the motivation for research, the application sector, 223
supply chain echelon, and so forth; (c) Model Development & DS Implementation: those describing 224
the technical characteristics of model development and implementation, such as the simulation 225
technique, the choice of DS middleware, the experimental test bed for the execution of a DSCS, 226
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and the like; and (d) Study Outcome: variables that would help us identify the outcome and the227
contribution of a study, whether the solution was implemented and future research directions.228
The proposed conceptual framework PPMO (Profiling, Problems, Models, Outcomes) follows229
logical steps to give a full account of the available literature in topics that incorporate modelling230
techniques. The main constructs of the framework have been denoted in studies that describe231
methodological approaches of literature reviews and implementation science [Porter et al. 2002;232
Nilsen 2015]. The first construct of profiling research enhances the traditional literature review233
with a broad scan of contextual literature extending the span of science by better identifying and234
connecting efforts over research domains [Porter et al. 2002]. The elements of this construct are235
defined in a number of profiling studies [e.g. Mustafee et al. 2012; Mustafee, et al. 2010; Dwivedi236
et al. 2009]. The second construct of problem definition is fundamental in describing the situation237
under investigation. The elements of this construct are adapted from the conceptual framework238
of DES studies (stages 1 & 2) [Kotiadis et al. 2014]. The third construct covers the overarching239
aim of research translation into practice through models (incorporating all important aspects of240
distributed simulation models) and the fourth construct covers the understanding of implemen-241
tation outcomes as evidence-based practice and future work [Nilsen et al. 2015]. Therefore, the242
methodological approach of this literature review paper is a combination of theoretical types of243
conceptual frameworks, such as process models [e.g., Sommerville 1996; Penedo 1989], evaluation244
frameworks [e.g. Proctor et al. 2011] and specific literature review frameworks [Porter et al. 2002;245
Kotiadis et al. 2014] in order to encompass all interesting characteristics of synthesizing research246
in DSCS. For capturing information on the categories, the variables were divided among two au-247
thors. The authors collected the data individually by reading the full-text articles, and the other248
author cross-checked the results. Figure 2 presents our literature analysis framework and Table 2249
focus on the constructs’ variables of the conceptual framework.250
4 FINDINGS251
In this section, we present the findings for each of the four categories outlined in our literature252
analysis that is based on the PPMO framework (Table 2). Section 4.1 is devoted to the descriptive253
analysis of the papers, for example, the publication outlets, findings related to the type of papers254
(literature review, original research articles), and implementation or case studies with empirical255
data. Section 4.2 is specific to the domain of application, and our analysis includes the motivation256
of using DSCS for SCM and stakeholder involvement. Section 4.3 is on the technical aspects of the257
DSCS. We have analysed papers based on model development and implementation, DS middleware,258
programming languages, simulation software and experimental testbeds. The study outcomes and259
future research directions are covered in Section 4.4.260
4.1 Profiling Research (Category A)261
4.1.1 Publication Characteristics. The majority of the articles were published in conference262
proceedings (75 conference papers- 57% of the article pool). It is not surprising since research263
in computer science and applied computing is frequently published in leading ACM and IEEE264
conferences. The dataset also consisted of 45 journal articles (34%), two books and nine book265
sections (9% altogether). The first paper in the dataset was published in 1997, and more than 85%266
of the papers were published from 2002 onwards with a peak between 2002 and 2006. Considering267
that distributed and parallel simulation has its origins in the 1970s and 1980s [Fujimoto 2016],268
this shows the comparatively late application of the technology in the context of the supply269
chain. However, this is not very surprising, as some of the early work was on the development of270
algorithms, standards and protocols for distributed simulation, and the majority of applications271
focused on defense and simulation of large-scale computer networks. Sixty-eight publishing272
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Fig. 2. Research methodology approach.
outlets disseminated DSCS research, with the top three sources being the IEEE/ACM Winter 273
Simulation Conference (41 papers; 31% of all papers published in DSCS), International Journal 274
of Production Research (six papers) and the Simulation: Transactions of the Society for Modeling 275
and Simulation International (five articles). The remainder of the articles appear in simulation, 276
manufacturing and operations research (OR)-related publication outlets. 277
4.1.2 Type of Paper. A first categorization is provided based on the paper’s context, which 278
makes the article, (1) a research paper, (2) a review, (3) a survey, or (4) a discussion paper. Research 279
papers may develop a novel idea, extend methods and frameworks, or present software/model 280
improvement. They may implement models that use generic data or data from a real-world case 281
study, and through this, provide validity and applicability of the stated research. A research paper 282
may hold one or more of the above elements. Review papers methodologically approach litera- 283
ture, and reports findings or categorize main themes. Survey papers give an overview of a topic 284
and some future directions from a representative sample of existing work, case studies, discussion 285
on standards, and so on. Discussion papers present the ideas of experts in the field. In our dataset, 286
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we have identified articles on multi-agent systems in SC [Lee and Kim 2008; Moyaux et al. 2006],287
the use of simulation in SC [Terzi and Cavalieri 2004; Mustafee et al. 2014] and DSCS frameworks288
[Bandinelli et al. 2006]. We have also identified surveys which utilize case studies to motivate the289
need for DS in real-world manufacturing and logistics problems [Lendermann 2006] and identify-290
ing interoperability issues with COTS simulation packages [Taylor et al. 2009b; Taylor et al. 2012b;291
Mustafee et al. 2012]. Finally, we identified discussion papers which focus on the use of DS in the292
industry [Lendermann et al. 2007; Taylor et al. 2002a] and on the possibility of COTS DS [Taylor293
et al. 2003]. However, the vast majority of our dataset consists of research papers (118 articles; 90%294
of all papers in our dataset).295
4.1.3 Study Type. For articles that reported the development of a computer model, our litera-296
ture review sought to identify whether the studies included a discussion on the various stages of297
an M&S study, for example, conceptual modelling, model coding/implementation, input data anal-298
ysis and experimentation. In the case of input data, the distributions used in the models could be299
derived from either generic data or real-world case studies. A similar ‘life-cycle approach’ was fol-300
lowed in a recent review paper on hybrid simulation [Brailsford et al. 2019]. However, our life-cycle301
approach is specific to DS. Thus, when we refer to conceptual modelling, we do not strictly interro-302
gate the simulation model itself and check whether the authors followed the stages of conceptual303
modelling [Robinson 2008], but the focus is on the conceptualization of the DS design. Similarly,304
for model implementation, our focus is not on the implementation of the computer model itself,305
but rather the DS solution and which may require interfacing a COTS simulation package with DS306
middleware.307
• Conceptual DS Design: The study contributes to the conceptual design of a DSCS system308
(e.g., a system design that focuses on the computing and communication architecture; a309
feature of an algorithm to make the overall simulation run more effectively; an architectural310
component required for DSCS, such as the interface between a COTS simulation package,311
and a DS technology).312
• DS Implementation: The study contributes to the implementation of a DSCS (e.g.,313
the architecture design has been realized through physical hardware and bespoke software;314
the DS algorithms have been implemented in a programming language; a new DS middle-315
ware has been reported; the application of existing DS standards and middleware to a new316
case study).317
• DS Experimentation: The study reports on relevant DS experimentation (e.g. the use of318
DSCS to perform “what if” experimentation on a real-world or representative case study).319
• Generic data: The study utilizes data representative of a real-world case study (e.g. data320
used to test a principle in the absence of a real-world case study).321
• Case study/Real data: The study presents a real-world application of DSCS and reports322
on the results.323
Table 3 presents the classification of the papers based on the intrinsic characteristics of the324
study as per the categories defined above. We observe that although the conceptual design and325
the implementation stage are usually present in these papers, there is a lack of case studies and326
real-world scenarios. The 31 identified case studies (24%) are not necessarily unique, meaning that327
the same case study might have been used in different papers to examine the same or different328
distributed simulation issue (refer to Section 3 for a discussion). Over 55% of the articles report329
on experimentation; most of these experiments are conducted using generic/representative data.330
Twenty-three papers describe a real supply chain case study and the implementation of distributed331
simulation to assist decision-making.332
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Table 3. Percentage of Research Papers
that Incorporate Specific Study Types
Study type % papers




Case study/real scenario 24%
All but ten papers are not directly related to DSCS but present technologies that assist DSCS 333
implementation. These papers address issues that are peripheral to DSCS such as distributed 334
databases, distributed information sharing, supply chain simulation ontologies, symbiotic sim- 335
ulation, cloud computing, and so on. The decision to include them in our dataset was made on 336
the basis that these papers specifically refer to DSCS and how the research presented could con- 337
tribute to the field. For example, the article by Owusu and Hauan [2006] investigates distributed 338
information sharing; although the main body of the paper is not on DSCS and is more generic, the 339
authors specifically note that the outcomes of the research may be relevant to DSCS. This paper 340
is therefore included in our dataset of the ten ancillary papers. 341
4.2 Problem Definition and Context (Category B) 342
4.2.1 Motivation of Research. The motivation of the research variable examines the motivation 343
of the study, as described in the article. Most of the papers report the anticipation of improve- 344
ments in the SC performance measures and point out the advantages of using DS in supply chains. 345
The motivation for using DS is presented below; these are listed in ascending order based on the 346
frequency of occurrence. 347
• Faster simulation execution: Decreasing the execution time of large and complex SCS 348
by executing different echelons of the overarching model in multiple computers. 349
• Interoperability: Functionality enhancement among multiple, disparate, heterogeneous 350
simulation models by connecting these models into a single simulation federation main- 351
tained by DS. 352
• Data hiding and sharing: Individual models in the DSCS are linked together, and infor- 353
mation sharing is enabled through communication between the models (e.g. each model 354
remains in its host company and is linked to the other models as a “black box”). 355
• Reusability: Reusing the individual models of each SC player in the same DSCS when the 356
configuration of the supply chain is modified over time. 357
• Geographically distributed (Web-enabling) architecture: Inter-organizational com- 358
munication is achieved by handling the execution of geographically distributed models 359
through a single point of access. 360
• Short model development lead time (this leads to lower development costs): Simu- 361
lation models can be developed by different development teams, using different simulation 362
environments according to their expertise. As a result, the development time is reduced, 363
and the development itself becomes easier. It could be argued that it is far more economical 364
to link existing simulations together to form new models than to create a new supply chain 365
model. Moreover, the ability to do this from geographically disperse places alleviates the 366
cost and time that is usually associated with bringing participants to one physical location 367
for conducting a joint simulation exercise. 368
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Table 4. Percentage of Papers Referring to Different DSCS Sectors
SC sector Papers
Manufacturing SC (general) 40%
Semiconductor SC 9%
Logistics and Transportation SC 8%
Automobile SC 8%
Healthcare SC 6%
SC in Aerospace; Business; Computers; Energy 6%
SC in Farm; Food; Chemical; Petroleum; Railways; Robotics; Textile and clothing
sector; Computer assembly & aircraft sizing; Contracts; Electronic Commerce;
Refrigerator compressors; Electric Motors; Assembly; Scheduling; Bicycle; Education
15%
• Simulation software independence: Linking together models created in different lan-369
guages/COTS simulation software encourages simulation software independence (i.e. not370
all models need to be developed in the same package).371
• Large-scale/complex models coordination: Facilitating the analysis of large systems372
consisting of many components interacting in complex ways such as supply chains.373
• Model maintainability: Modifications to one organization unit (e.g. new plant layout)374
only requires one model to be changed, not the whole DSCS model.375
• Modularity: The model of each organizational unit is usable in multiple DSCS.376
• Broader user participation and co-operative model development: Executing simula-377
tions over a set of geographically distributed computers achieve broader user participation378
in terms of involvement in simulation experiments. This also leads to co-operative model379
development among different development teams and sharing of resources.380
• Scalability: The execution times for larger simulations are comparatively more due to pro-381
cessing needs. DSCS allows this processing to be distributed over multiple computers, thus382
serving as an enabler for large SC simulations.383
• Modelling coordination: Enabling inter-organizational SC by enhancing the process of384
managing dependencies between activities in SC. This helps to model the SC phenomenon385
called the bullwhip effect and provides the opportunity to devise strategies to counter its386
effects.387
• Accuracy of outputs: Manufacturing simulations are usually “low-level” operational mod-388
els. They represent system detail, dynamic behaviour, bottlenecks, resource competition,389
and the like. The accuracy of the models can be validated using detailed data from the390
manufacturing processes. DSCS enables low-level models to be linked together to enable391
low-level SC simulation.392
The first two motives, namely, faster execution and interoperability, are the ones most frequently393
reported in the literature. Arguably, these two underpin the rationale of the other motivations (e.g.394
scalability can be achieved through faster execution and interoperability).395
4.2.2 Supply Chain Sectors. Table 4 lists the SC sectors identified in our dataset. The majority396
of the papers make references to the manufacturing SC in general terms (this is true for 40% of the397
articles), meaning that they do not refer to a specific real-world case study. The scenario presented398
usually includes a representative set of manufacturing plants, retailers, and so on to demonstrate399
the use of DSCS. Nevertheless, we see in Table 3 that approximately 50% of the papers use generic400
data for the purposes of experimentation. The majority of the manufacturing SC papers are without401
a case study/real scenario tag. Twelve papers address problems in the semiconductor industry (9%).402
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Eleven papers on logistics (8%) deal with aspects of handling logistics network and transportation 403
issues. The Automobile SC closely follows with ten papers, of which 40% are real case studies. 404
Eight papers (6%) refer to SC in the healthcare sector. Very few articles consider multiple sectors. 405
Overall, Table 4 shows that DSCS studies have primarily focused on manufacturing supply chains 406
(general and applied). Further, although several sectors have been identified (ranging from farm 407
and food SC to e-Commerce SC), the number of studies devoted to such sectors have been low 408
(between one to three studies). 409
Examples of studies that specifically target a supply chain sector include: distributed simulation 410
of semiconductor supply chain comprising of multiple wafer fabrication plants and assembly and 411
test facilities [Turner et al. 2000; Lendermann et al. 2003; Chong et al. 2004], the distributed supply 412
chain of lubricant additive industry [Fanchao et al. 2009], distributed simulation cloning using the 413
example of a simulated supply chain comprises an agent company, a factory, and a transportation 414
company [Dan et al. 2008], distributed simulation of an automotive supply chain [Sudra et al. 415
2000; Tan et al. 2003], and a healthcare supply chain [Katsaliaki et al. 2009; Mustafee et al. 2009; 416
Anagnostou & Taylor 2017]. 417
4.2.3 Supply Chain Echelons. The echelons are the number of stages in the supply chain. For 418
example, a four echelon SC may consist of suppliers which provide raw materials to the manu- 419
facturers (tier-1), a production/assembly facility (manufacturer), distribution facilities, and retail 420
operations. Our findings show that DSCS described in our dataset have modelled between two to 421
seven echelons, with most papers reporting between two to four echelons. A good number of the 422
papers refer to SC with generic data and therefore provide non-specific echelons. These include 423
supplier and customers (two echelons), representative echelons of specific companies (say, com- 424
pany A and company B), echelons associated with the supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer, 425
and consumers (five echelons). Examples of echelons from case studies/real-world include: blood 426
supply chain (echelons for the central authority for blood collection and for hospital processes) 427
and semiconductor manufacturing (seven echelons for wafer fabrication, wafer sorting, assembly, 428
testing, fulfilment, warehouse, and customers). 429
4.2.4 Stakeholder Involvement in Simulation Study. This variable captures data on DSCS re- 430
search that involved supply chain stakeholders. In our study, 19% of the papers defined a real-world 431
problem and 8% acknowledged a stakeholder. Nevertheless, DSCS covers a wide range of research 432
from analyzing specific SC problems to developing the underlying technology that supports DSCS. 433
In our dataset, several papers are classified under the latter group as their research findings con- 434
tribute to generalizable DSCS methods. Thus, it is encouraging to note that these papers support 435
significant groundwork towards a general approach. From a less optimistic perspective, however, 436
with the relatively low level of engagement with real-world problem/stakeholder, one could argue 437
that much of DSCS research is far from being used in the industry. However, in most disciplines, 438
research is expected to tackle equally theoretical and practical problems. In a review of M&S pa- 439
pers published in top OR/MS and manufacturing journals, Taylor et al. [2009a] noted that only 440
10% of studies supported a real-world problem and were initiated by a stakeholder. This indicates 441
that although in the case of DSCS studies, 19% seems a low figure, it is nonetheless slightly better 442
in comparison to the broader survey. This also holds true for stakeholder involvement. Therefore, 443
it is arguable that DSCS research has been applied at a similar level to the broader simulation 444
research. 445
4.3 Model Development and Distributed Simulation Implementation (Category C) 446
4.3.1 Research Themes. We undertook full-text reading of the papers to arrive at the overarch- 447
ing thematic structure and then classified the articles under seven DSCS research themes. This was 448
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a qualitative process and based on our reading of the literature. The themes are listed in Table 5,449
and the description of the themes includes up to five references.450
4.3.2 Simulation Techniques and M&S Software. The majority of M&S studies in DSCS have451
applied the following three modelling techniques - DES, ABS and SD. DES and ABS are examples452
of discrete-time simulation, and SD is continuous-time. Discrete-time is considered the modelling453
paradigm of choice since the majority of the studies have the underlying scope of investigating454
the short-time behavior of supply chains. Although ABS has been applied widely in the context of455
social simulations - refer to Li et al. [2008], who present a review of agent-based social simulation456
– its application to supply chain is comparatively recent. Moreover, we did not find any studies on457
microsimulation, which is yet another technique predominantly used in social sciences but now458
applied to modelling traffic and transportation. Like ABS, microsimulation also models entities459
at an individual level. However, the former enables the development of more sophisticated mod-460
els as it allows modellers to incorporate agent-level decision making, inter-agent interations, etc.461
[Gilbert 2019], and which allow for the better representation of SCS models. It is therefore not sur-Q2462
prising that in the discrete-event space, DES is the simulation technique which outweighs studies463
that have used ABS by almost 3:1 (64 papers have discussed DSCS in relation to DES, compared464
to only 23 studies that have reference ABS and multi-agent systems). Included in the numbers465
presented are six hybrid simulation studies which have used a combination of DES and ABS tech-466
niques. SD has only been used in the context of hybrid DSCS studies combining SD with DES467
[Venkateswaran & Son 2004; 2005; 2009]. Our literature review has also identified two distributed468
simulation games for SCM training, a numerical simulation that uses MATLAB and Simulink for469
dynamic management of supply chain networks and some examples of numerical optimization,470
simulation-optimization and interoperable simulation in the context of DSCS. We present our471
findings under DES, ABS and Hybrid M&S, respectively; we also identify the commercial off-472
the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages that have been mentioned in the papers. However, not all473
articles have provided specific implementation details and/or describe the model and middleware474
integration as future work.475
DES Studies: Our analysis has shown that the commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation soft-476
ware Arena had more than 20 references. It has been used with middleware such as MAK RTI477
[Gao et al. 2008], HORUSTM middleware [Revetria et al. 2003], with a message-oriented middle-478
ware called Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) which was used to link simulation models [Saad479
et al. 2003], with Transaction Coordinator Server [Rathore et al. 2005] and also with web services480
technology [Lee et al. 2007]. ArenaTM was also discussed in the context of the NIST Distributed481
Manufacturing Simulation (DMS) adapter [Son 2005; Jain et al. 2007]. The NIST DMS adapter482
[McLean and Riddick 2001] was developed to provide mechanisms for distributed simulation sim-483
ilar to those provided by the HLA RTI, but which was specific to the manufacturing commu-484
nity. Simul8 was referred to in seven papers. It has been integrated only with DMSO RTI(1.3NG485
[Mustafee et al. 2009]. Other COTS pages that have been referred to include Automod/ASAP, Au-486
toSched AP, Delmia QUEST, and AnyLogic. Authors have also programmed DES simulation ex-487
ecutive using Java, C++, Simple++ and have used libraries such as the Distributed Simulation488
Object Library (DSOL). A total of ten studies have implemented DES software using these lan-489
guages and libraries.490
ABS Studies: The JADE agent development framework is the most popular ABS development491
toolkit. JADE is an acronym for Java Agent DEvelopment Framework and has been referred492
to by nine studies. It has been used with pRTI middleware [Jian et al. 2017]. Authors have also493
used JADE to implemented HLA-compliant event-driven time synchronisation protocols for494
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Articles in this theme include enterprise-wide DSCS using HLA and MPI- Asynchronous Simulation Protocol
[Gan et al. 2000a], development of Generic Runtime Infrastructure for Distributed Simulation (GRIDS)
[Sudra et al. 2000; Tan et al. 2003] and the GRIDS-SCF (Supply Chain Federation) middleware for distributed
supply chain simulation [Taylor et al 2002b], development of Distributed Manufacturing Simulation (DMS)
adapter to integrate legacy simulation systems with HLA runtime infrastructure [McLean and Riddick 2001],
development of a Java-based Distributed Simulation Object Library (D-SOL) to simulate a real-world
supply chain [Jacobs et al. 2002], development of new time synchronization approach for distributed simulation
(Epoch Time Synchronization) and benchmarking using a manufacturing supply chain simulation [Rathore et
al. 2005]; development of a hybrid conservative approach for time synchronization called Advanced
Look-ahead Based Approach (ALBA) and its application to a distributed supply chain simulation
comprising of assembly shop, supplier, body shop, and drive train shop [Tammineni and Venkateswaran 2007].
Reference Models for
DS in the Industry
(including SCM)
Our review identified two prominent reference models for use with DSCS. (a) The HLA-CSPIF Type I to VI
Reference Models that were developed for the purposes of communicating concepts and problems between
researchers, users, and vendors [Taylor et al. 2012b]. HLA-CSPIF is an acronym for The High Level
Architecture-COTS Simulation Package Interoperability Forum, and whose purpose was to create a
standardized approach to distributed simulation using the IEEE 1516-2000 High Level Architecture to support
the interoperation of discrete event models created in Commercial Off-the-shelf simulation packages. This
work ultimately led to the development of the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO)
Standard for Commercial-off-the-shelf Simulation Package Interoperability Reference Models
(SISO-STD-006-2010) [SISO 2010]. The reference models were used for the development of the National Blood
Service distributed supply chain model [Mustafee et al. 2009]. (b) Business Process Reference Model, developed as
part of the MISSION project [Rabe and Jaekel 2003], integrated approaches such as SCOR, Integrated
Enterprise Modelling (IEM) and distributed simulation methods into a consistent reference model for
distributed supply chain design and configuration [Rabe et al. 2006]. Jain et al. [2007] reported the use of an
existing specification called OAGIS (Open Applications Group’s Integration Specification) for
interoperability testing among partner organizations in a supply chain. The work was sponsored by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Manufacturing Interoperability Program. The
program supported projects applying information technologies and standards-based approaches to
manufacturing software integration problems. The funding of this work by NIST shows the importance of





The SCOR model, established by the Supply Chain Council, now called the Association for Supply Chain
Management (http://www.apics.org; last accessed March 2020), provides a reference model for analysing a
supply chain that is based on a standard set of variables and metrics. Based on SCOR, Barnett and Miller [2000]
implemented the e-SCOR modelling and simulation environment based on a discrete-event simulator and the
HLA standard to simulate a virtual enterprise. Fayez et al. [2005] developed an SCS ontology, which is based on
the SCOR model that could be used to define supply chains and to capture distributed knowledge to build DSCS.
Methodological
Aspects of DSCS
Articles in this theme include the use of DSCS to enforce the confidentiality of the data provided by supply
chain network partners [Mekaouche et al. 2009], fault-tolerant distributed simulation to decoupled federate
architecture – also referred to as distributed simulation cloning [Dan et al. 2008], information hiding in the
supply chain [Cai et al. 2001], application of DSCS in the context of inter-enterprise planning to enable
protection of intellectual property rights and keeping enterprise models private [Mertins and Rabe 2005;
Mertins et al. 2005], DSCS with integrated Advanced Planning and Scheduling procedures for collaborative
supply chain optimization [Lendermann et al. 2001], and a distributed simulation-based approach for supply




Examples of papers in this theme include the development of Generalized Discrete Event Specification
(G-DEVS) models and HLA (High Level Architecture) standard for RFID-based freight transportation
system [Zacharewicz et al. 2011], development of a DEVS Class Hierarchy for SCM implementation and the
development of prototype design of DSCS using DEVS/CORBA run time infrastructure [Zeigler et al. 1999],
modelling autonomous control entity in the context of a holonic manufacturing system where the automated
entities are modelled according to the DEVS formalism and integrated to an HLA-enabled DSCS [Mekaouche et
al. 2009], and a DEVS-enabled simulator architecture that is implemented using the Complex Adaptive Supply
Networks Simulator (CAS-SIM), which is a distributed agent-based tool for DSCS [Pathak et al. 2004].
CAM-SIM is used to model the growth dynamics of automobile supply network in the US.
Hybrid DSCS
Examples include the work by Venkateswaran and Son on the use of HLA for coordinated execution of hybrid
simulation models developed using Discrete Event and System Dynamics [Venkateswaran and Son 2004; 2005;
2009], distributed simulation for modelling of offshore wind farms using ABS and DES [Mustafee et al. 2015],
and a hybrid ABS-DES simulation of healthcare supply chain comprising of an ambulance network that serves
several hospitals [Anagnostou and Taylor 2017].
Internet-driven DSCS
Examples include DSCS using web services and BEML [Low and Turner 2006], symbiotic simulation for
real-time decision making in the context of the supply chain of lubricant additive industry [Fanchao et al.
2009], and developing an architecture for internet-mediated, service-based distributed simulation games and its
implementation as a supply chain simulation game [van Houten and Jacobs 2004].
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multi-agent distributed simulation [Long et al. 2011]. Repast has been referred to by two studies.495
Yoo et al. [2009] combined Repast with JADE and used a JADE sub-class to track global simulation496
time and to enable synchronization, and Anagnostou and Taylor [2017] used Repast with Portico497
v2.0 RTI middleware. Studies have also referred to agent toolkits/languages such as Zeus Agent498
Building Toolkit, Agent Unified Modelling Language and Jason agent reasoning framework.499
Hybrid M&S Studies: SD is a modelling approach that has applications in operations strategy as500
it relies on a holistic approach for system investigation. SD is identified in only four DSCS studies501
and as a hybrid method together with DES. This is primarily the work of Venkateswaran et al. [2005]502
and Venkateswaran & Son [2005, 2009] and they have used multi-resolution hybrid modelling with503
SD and DES to analyse the local planning decisions of a three-echelon supply chain and its impact504
on enterprise-level planning. For these studies, PowerSim and Arena were used as SD and DES505
COTS packages respectively. We have identified two papers that have used ABS with DES for506
DSCS. The work by Anagnostou and Taylor [2017] present a distributed simulation framework507
for OR/MS applications and have used Repast Harmony with Portico v2.0 RTI implementation to508
model the ambulance supply chain.509
4.3.3 Distributed Simulation Standard and Middleware. A simulation has to process events in510
increasing timestamp order. Failure to do so will result in causality errors. Synchronization pro-511
tocols are used to prevent causality errors from occurring. They can be broadly divided into con-512
servative synchronization protocols and optimistic synchronization protocols. In a conservative513
protocol, a processor is never allowed to process an event out of order; whereas in an optimistic514
protocol, a processor is allowed to process an event out of order, provided it can revert back to its515
previous state in the case of a causality error [Nicol and Heidelberger 1996]. A distributed simu-516
lation middleware is a software element that applies the conservative and optimistic algorithms517
to attain synchronization among the separate running simulations. Examples include Aggregate518
Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP) [Wilson and Weatherly 1994], IEEE 1278-1993 Distributed519
Interactive Simulation (DIS) [Miller and Thorpe 1995], GRIDS [Taylor et al. 2002b], CSPE-CMB520
[Mustafee, 2004], FAMAS [Boer, 2005], and IEEE 1516 High Level Architecture – Run Time521
Infrastructure (HLA-RTI) (IEEE 2010]. Our study does not differentiate among the alternative522
distributed simulation frameworks that are employed for modelling the SCs. Nevertheless, we523
wish to make some important observations: (a) Distributed simulation middleware such as DIS524
and ALSP have been extensively utilized in simulations of defense training, but no use in civilian525
applications has been reported; (b) The HLA, while it initially has been developed to address the526
requirement of interoperability among existing and new simulations of the U.S Department of De-527
fense, since then it has been largely recognized as the de-facto standard for distributed simulation,528
now as an IEEE standard. In many cases the HLA standard together with its middleware (HLA-RTI)529
have been used for distributed simulation applications in the civilian sector; (c) Numerous other530
middleware have been created in universities aiming at the facilitation of distributed simulation531
in the business world, for example, GRIDS [Taylor et al. 2002b], FAMAS [Boer 2005], CSPE-SMB532
[Gan et al. 2000b; Gan and Turner 2000] and CSPE-CMB [Mustafee 2004] – both of which are an533
extension of Chandy, Misra, and Bryant distributed discrete-event simulation algorithm [Chandy534
and Misra 1981; Bryant 1977]. However, these are mostly software developed for a specific project535
apart from the Service-Oriented HLA-RTI [Pan et al. 2007], SOHR for short, created by the536
Parallel and Distributed Computing Centre (PDCC), Nanyang Technological University, Sin-537
gapore. Table 6 lists the distributed simulation standards and middleware discussed in the papers.538
Not all studies that mention the middleware present an implementation. Refer to section 4.3.5 for539
a discussion on implementation testbeds.540
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Table 6. Papers that refer to Distributed Simulation Standard and Middleware
Middleware/Standard Instances Comments
HLA-RTI 38 Under ‘HLA-RTI’, we group studies that refer to both the HLA standard
and the HLA-RTI. The RTIs that have been reported include DMSO RTI,
RTI+ extended RTI Middleware [Gan et al. 2003], MAK RTI, poRTIco,
Pitch pRTI.
HLA and WS-HLA 18 Under ‘HLA and WS-HLA’ we list studies that mention the HLA
standard, without explicitly referring to the RTI. For example, articles
that mention the use of HLA-based Distributed Simulation
Manufacturing Adapter (3 instances), use of Web Services technologies
with the HLA - WS-HLA [Hongyu 2010], HLA-complaint time
synchronisation mechanism integrated with a bespoke solution [Long et
al. 2011; Wartha et al. 2002]. In work reported by Wartha et al. [2002], the
DST-SC tool (Decision Support Tool-Supply Chain) is an extension
of AnyLogicTM.
Bespoke Solutions 21 ‘Bespoke solutions’ are DSCS that have implemented bespoke
middleware and which does not adhere to the HLA standard. Examples
include the implementation of a middleware architecture that supports
rollback [Klobut et al. 2007], bespoke SYNCHRO middleware [Lannone
et al. 2007], implementation of a message-oriented middleware [Saad et
al. 2003], Distributed Simulation Object Library [Jacobs et al. 2002;
Jacobs 2005; van Krevelen et al. 2011], GRIDS [Taylor et al. 2002b],
Transaction Coordinator Server [Rathore et al. 2005], and CMB-SMP
[Gan et al. 2000b; Gan and Turner 2000]. Five papers refer to the GRIDS
middleware; Transaction Coordinator Server and CMB-SMP have been
referenced in two publications respectively.
4.3.4 Integration Approaches. This section is a discussion on integration approaches that 541
are commonly used for linking COTS packages and bespoke simulation code with distributed 542
simulation middleware. None of the existing COTS simulation packages lends themselves readily 543
to distributed simulation, and the integration of these packages with the middleware is essentially 544
done through bespoke solutions which require coding. For example, the use of bespoke VBA code 545
[e.g., Bandinelli and Orsoni 2005] and Java [McGinnis 2004] for information exchange between the 546
package and the middleware. Our analysis shows that databases and spreadsheets have been used 547
as an intermediate agent for communication between models. In addition to Excel/VBA, authors 548
have referred to MS SQL 2000 database (three instances), MS-Access, SQL and Oracle DB (one 549
instance each). Authors have also referred to the distributed network database and supply chain 550
network database. As mentioned earlier, researchers have also developed simulators by coding 551
them in programming languages such as C/C++ and Java, and in this case, the integration ap- 552
proach is seamless since the same programming language can interface with the middleware. For 553
example, RTI 1.3NG has both Java and C++ bindings. We identified 14 papers that mentioned the 554
use of either Microsoft VBA, Visual Basic or the .NET framework as the programming language for 555
interfacing COTS packages with middleware. For example, Saad et al. [2003] and Linn et al. [2002] 556
used ArenaTM COTS package with VBA; Lee et al. [2007] used ArenaTM and Visual Basic with Web 557
Services technology (instead of HLA/RTI) to integrate heterogeneous simulations. Twelve studies 558
mentioned the use of Java, of which’s five studies also mentioned the use of Java Native Interface 559
(this is essential if the COTS package is not developed in C/C++ and Java bindings to the HLA are 560
used). McGinnis [2004] used Java with COTS package AutomodTM, Jeong et al. [2009] used Java 561
Server Pages with a database for the development of a web-based simulator and Sudra et al. [2000] 562
used Java with the GRIDS middleware. Examples of C++ as an integrated approach include the 563
work of Gao et al. [2008] who used C++with ArenaTM and MAK/RTI, Turner et al. [2000] who use 564
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Table 7. Papers that refer to Distributed Simulation Standard and Middleware
Number of computers in the experimental test bed #Num studies
Two computers (Test bed = 2) 6
Greater than two and less than or equal to five computers (2 < Test bed 5) 20
Greater than five and less than or equal to ten computers (5 < Test bed 10) 6
Greater than ten and less than or equal to 15 computers (10 < Test bed 15) 1
Local (one-computer) experimentation or vague about the underlying configuration of the test bed 25
C++/Active Threads and Teixeira et al. [2004] who used Visual C++ to develop an Internet-based565
distributed application for supply chain management training. Some studies have relied on566
more than one programming language to achieve this integration. For example, Venkateswaran567
et al. [2005] used COTS packages PowersimTM and ArenaTM with VBA and C++, Tammineni and568
Venkateswaran [2007]’s work on look-ahead based approach for DSCS was implemented using569
Java, C++ and ArenaTM, and Mustafee et al. [2009] used Java/JNI and VBA with Simul8TM.570
4.3.5 Distributed Simulation (DS) Test Bed. In this section, we examine the test beds that were571
used for simulation experimentation. We refer to the test bed as the number of inter-connected572
computers (LAN, WAN, Internet) that were used for executing a DSCS. A total of 58 papers in-573
cluded a reference to experiments. As can be seen from Table 7, 25 studies were vague in relation574
to the configuration of computers used for the experiments. The majority of the studies executed575
distributed simulations over test beds that comprised of more than two and less than or equal to576
five computers (20 studies).577
Our findings suggest that several studies include one computer implementation of DS. In this578
case, multiple federates are executed in the same computer as separate processes and/or over a579
computer with multiple cores; such studies usually discuss the applicability of multi-computer580
distributed execution in very general terms. For example, Barbuceanu et al. [1997] present an581
agent-based design of a supply chain using a coordination language (COOL). In this work, the582
authors execute the simulations locally and only refer to the fact that the agent language sup-583
ports distributed execution of agents using TCP/IP. Similarly, although Barnett and Miller (2000)584
developed a bridge between e-SCOR (a process model development environment based on SCOR585
and layered upon a DES) and the HLA, they have been vague about whether the DS was im-586
plemented (“Any component of the model can be distributed amongst a federation of machines587
using the infrastructure”). Other papers have implemented distributed simulation but have not588
provided specific details on the experimental test bed. For example, Nurmilaakso (2004) imple-589
mented a prototype of a supply chain scheduling system based on parallel forward simulation590
and agent architecture over the Internet, but no further details are included. Similarly, Xu and Lin591
[2009] implemented a new time advancing mechanism for agent-oriented SCS using JADE and592
the HLA, but in terms of the test bed there is no information available. Another example is the593
MAK/RTI implementation of a DES distributed simulation for container terminals using Arena,594
C++ and a Database software [Gao et al. 2008], and although the authors mention four feder-595
ates they do not provide explicit information on the DS test bed. Finally, there are several papers596
in our data set which have specifically mentioned implementation as future work. For example,597
the implementation of a Web Services-based HLA distributed simulation method (WS-HLA) for598
the analysis of bullwhip effect and information sharing in the supply chain [Hongyu 2010] and599
the implementation of prototype design of DSCS based on DEVS/CORBA run time infrastructure600
[Zeigler et al. 1999].601
In the remainder of this section, we present examples from papers that specifically report on602
DS test beds. We identify the tools and simulation packages used, the choice of DS middleware603
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and underlying configuration for experimentation. Yoke et al. [2006] experimented with an im- 604
plementation of HLA-based DSCS which included a test bed of three computers which hosted the 605
web portal server, the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) and DMSO RTI. An ex- 606
perimental set-up of five computers was used by Mustafee et al. [2009] to execute a blood supply 607
chain simulation, wherein four computers were running a copy of the CSP Simul8TM and the fifth 608
computer executing the RTI process. Bruzzone et al. [2002] experimented with a HLA federation 609
that comprised of 7-8 federates, each of which executed simulation models developed in either 610
Java or CSPs like Arena and Simple++. The authors tested 30 simulation runs of the federation (15 611
in Wide Area Network and 15 in Local Area Networks). Cai et al. [2001] used RTI 1.3NG-v2 with 612
a discrete event simulator developed in C++ and executed this over a test bed that included five 613
workstations. Dan et al. [2008] study on developing a fault-tolerant HLA-based distributed simu- 614
lation by creating virtual federates (also referred to as cloning) relied on a test bed comprising of 615
between 3-12 workstations and one server computer. Experimentation related to a new hybrid dis- 616
tributed simulation based on Parallel Federate protocol [Ji et al. 2001] relied on one 4-CPU shared 617
memory system, three workstations, and one server computer with RTI executive and federation 618
executive processes. Lendermann et al. [2003] presented an HLA-based supply chain simulation 619
for the semiconductor industry (with federated developed in both C++ and Java) and the DS was 620
executed over both LAN (comprising two multiprocessor machines and a workstation) and WAN. 621
In the case of WAN, the models were executed in two sites in Singapore and one in Oxford Uni- 622
versity. In Rathore et al. [2005], the authors implemented a transaction control server which acted 623
as a middleware for distributed execution of DES models developed in ArenaTM. In this work, the 624
simulation experiments were spread across five computers, one for the transaction coordinator 625
and one for each of the four federates. 626
4.4 Study Outcomes (Category D) 627
4.4.1 Contribution of the Articles. The contribution of the studies entailed in our literature re- 628
view provides further insights which add upon the knowledge gathered at the “Motivation” vari- 629
able in section 4.2.1. The contribution is split into two categories: (a) Specific contribution which is 630
mapped to the motivation of the study and acknowledges whether the original motivations of the 631
study were attained. In case of partial attainment of the original objective of the study, the authors 632
might indicate future work for the accomplishment of the remaining objectives; (b) Generalizable 633
contribution are findings that could be used by other studies, for example, a framework, an archi- 634
tecture, a standard, or an algorithm. Our findings show that along with the review and discussion 635
papers, almost all the research studies contribute to the motives of the study as presented in their 636
abstract or introduction and as presented in the motivation of the research section of the paper. 637
However, only 53% of the articles report generalizable contribution (Table 8), for example, model 638
synchronization mechanisms and algorithms for time advance. 639
4.4.2 Problem Solution and Implementation. The next two variables report on the usefulness of 640
the proposed DSCS solution and whether implementation was mentioned explicitly in the pub- 641
lished paper. The first variable reports on whether the proposed solution solved the real-world 642
stakeholder problem. The second variable sought to evidence whether the solution was imple- 643
mented in reality and reported the details provided on the implementation conditions and setting. 644
From our database, it is noted that only 8% of the papers (10 articles) report a useful solution and 645
one or two refer to the implementation of this solution. Studies which provide a valuable solution 646
to the imposed problem are described in: papers which use DS to speed up the model execution time 647
of the previous monolithic DES model (e.g. Katsaliaki et al. [2009]) or to enable the execution of a 648
large-complex system [Rossetti and Chen 2012]; a paper which applies DS to the manufacturing 649
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Table 8. Generalizable Contribution of the Studies
Algorithms
Algorithms for the reduction in overhead of the RTI, look-ahead algorithms for timestamp
messages, time advancing mechanism, time bucket-based resource reconciliation mechanism,
message-driving formalism, communication-negotiation protocol, use of statistical inference
method for determining the appropriate timing of communications among federates.
Interfaces
Interface SD and DES models, COTS handler, HORUS middleware that acts as a Delegate
Simulator for COTS handling, demonstrator for connection between different simulation
models, development of an adapter to realize the corresponding interface between federates
and library of RTI.
Development Processes (including Standards)
GRIDS Federation Development Process, object exchange model template for GRIDS,
modelling coordination technology, developing federation architecture and infrastructure,
use of multi-agent systems for DSCS, DSCS modeling method based on HLA, Agent and
SCOR (also referred to as HAS), ontology network for DSCS, SISO-STD-006-2010 Standard
for Commercial-Off-The-Shelf Simulation Package Interoperability References Models,
standardization of the interoperation of COTS simulation packages via the HLA.
Frameworks
Framework for supporting runtime robustness to HLA-based distributed simulations, a
framework for advanced distributed simulation with integrated APS procedures for
collaborative supply chain optimization, a framework for hybrid DS, a framework for
analyzing DSCS, a framework for choosing the right system according to the motive of the
DCSS, standardized validation process for DS models, reusable supply chain models for DS, a
framework for reusability of legacy federate code, standardized validation process for DS
models, framework linking together the methodological practices of OR/MS and DS using
only the minimum required HLA functionalities.
Prototype Architectures
DS prototype for SC, a prototype of SC scheduling system, a prototype of distributed
semiconductor SC simulation, a reusable client-server, web-enabler architecture, adaptable
system for configuring and testing SC, growth-oriented simulation model for supply
networks
and installation of railways’ switch point assemblies and shows that the improved communication650
among simulation federates makes the scheduling tool more responsive to the dynamic needs of651
production and installation, increasing on-time deliveries and reducing the cumulative delays on652
late deliveries [Bandinelli et al. 2004]; research which refers to the initialization of a distributed653
logistics simulation without the need of a warm-up period [Dalal 2003] and two papers which use654
HLA to achieve reusability, interoperability, data hiding and evaluation of several management655
policies for decision-making in an extensive aerospace supply chain [Bruzzone et al. 2005], and656
in emergency care (ambulances-hospitals) [Anagnostou & Taylor 2017]. Taylor et al. [2009b] re-657
port on a study conducted at John Deere & Company, a manufacturer for agricultural, forestry, and658
construction equipment. The results of the DS model were implemented at the tractor production659
system at its South American factory. The achievement of the use of DS was to integrate different660
independently developed existing models that could not be combined within a single CSP for joint661
execution [Taylor et al. 2009b].662
This low level of DSCS implementation in support of real-world problem solving is hardly sur-663
prising. None of the COTS simulation packages currently supports DSC. As a result, practitioners664
and industrial partners often collaborate with researchers to develop standards-based or bespoke665
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DSCS solutions. However, it is difficult to transfer the skills from the research centres to the in- 666
dustries since the collaboration usually takes the form of research projects, and there is no formal 667
training or long-term support of the codebase. Furthermore, the development of distributed mod- 668
els often requires not only the M&S skill-set but also expert knowledge of distributed systems and 669
applied computing. It is often difficult to find this mix among simulation practitioners, who are 670
arguably best placed to implement the real-world DSCS studies. Therefore, even if researchers and 671
practitioners recognize the use of DS for supply chain design and analysis, the technologies are not 672
yet adopted and diffused at an industrial level, making commercial implementation problematic 673
[Bandinelli et al. 2006]. 674
4.4.3 Agenda for Future Research. A total of 96 papers have been identified to report future 675
work, approximately 73% of the 131 articles in our dataset. We gathered this information by reading 676
the concluding section of the papers (which frequently list future research directions) and by con- 677
ducting a full-text keyword search of the word ‘future’ to identify sections associated with future 678
work. The reported work was classified under two groups, (a) general/broad-ranging future work 679
(including, for example, significant challenges, new/improved methodologies, new research di- 680
rection, inter-disciplinary exploration, development of new tools/language), and (b) specific work 681
identified by the researchers (including algorithm/architecture enhancement/extension, further re- 682
search artefact implementation, additional experimentation and validation, adding more echelons 683
to the modelled SC, extending the number of SC players included in the model, and applying the 684
presented technique to different problems in the domain or a different field). A quarter of the stud- 685
ies have identified both general and specific directions for future research. Table 9 lists the future 686
research directions under the following three themes – Application, Methodology and Technology. 687
5 DISCUSSION 688
The discussion section presents a synthesis of our analysis in the form of motivations, challenges, 689
and risks in applying DS to supply chains (Table 10). It also presents recommendations for busi- 690
nesses and academia. These recommendations were earlier discussed in the results section, espe- 691
cially in the analysis of future work. 692
It is also interesting to note that the DS technology and standard that was initially developed 693
for the military has been used in the industry, albeit with a reduced feature-set. The DS protocols, 694
like the Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP) and the Distributed Interactive Simu- 695
lation (DIS), were developed by the military and for military applications [Dahmann et al. 1997]. 696
Subsequently, the HLA standard was developed with the objective of providing a common archi- 697
tecture for supporting reuse and interoperation of simulations across the U.S. Department of De- 698
fense (ibid.). HLA not only became the defacto standard for ensuing interoperability of U.S./NATO 699
military simulations but, in the context of the present study, it is perhaps more important to ac- 700
knowledge how the standard was recognized to be of benefit to the industry. The National Institute 701
of Standards and Technology (NIST) DMS adapter was developed for the manufacturing industry 702
with the aim of providing DS mechanisms similar to those provided by the HLA RTI [McLean and 703
Riddick 2001]. Considering that the first book on the implementation of DS was published only 704
back in 1999–2000 [Kuhl et al. 1999; Fujimoto 2000], and the IEEE HLA standard introduced in 705
2000, it should come as no surprise that DS has not been fully embraced in the industry. Taking 706
a cue from the history of DS, greater adoption of DSCS could be realized by encouraging cross- 707
disciplinary partnerships among Operational Researchers, experts in distributed systems and ap- 708
plied computing, software engineers, and vendors of COTS simulation package. Such partnerships 709
will encourage the rethink of the traditional approaches to DSCS and will inform the development 710
of integrated and hybrid M&S solutions for future supply chains. 711
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Table 9. Agenda for Future Research
A. APPLICATION
Broad:
Increase use of DS in the supply chains; Increase use of DS in the industrial sector; Investigate the use of
DS in disaster incident management and emergency response operations; Enhance collaboration with
industry; Acquire more application experience; Use of a real supply chain system (instead of a simulation)
with Distributed Hybrid applications; Simulate continuous manufacturing and trading; Develop a
real-time-based simulation framework and real-life applications; Compare architecture with different
configurations, for example with other simulation engines, reasoners, or individual actor implementations.
Specific (refers to specific studies/frameworks):
Apply the MISSION technology [Rabe and Jaekel 2003] for training purposes; Extend from an enterprise
framework to a general supply-chain framework; Investigate the benefits of Netcentric Management in
organization change and human resource management; Compare prototype alternatives; Apply the
message-driving formalism in the simulation of complex multi-agent systems; Apply the (discussed)
architecture in an expanded version of the case study with more echelons; Test the robustness for the
(discussed) model; Test the technologies in a real scenario; Create a library of ready-to-use simulation
components; Apply (approach presented) in other industries; Better data acquirement.
B. METHODOLOGY
Broad:
Use of ontologies for information exchange between supply partners; Application of agents to SCM
problems; Improve agents representation of SC echelons; Application of Artificial Intelligence based on
Neural Networks for estimating SC performance measures; Application of Artificial Intelligence to SCM;
Create a multi-agent simulation platform dedicated to heterogeneous behavioural studies of SC; Apply
learning Intelligent Agents; Compare hybrid model with hierarchical production planning; Extended
decision tools in SC models; Scalable information sharing; Extend hierarchical planning system approach
integration; Achieving parallelism in simulation computation; Further development of the infrastructure
to other programming languages and simulation techniques; Investigate bounded searching, federative
grouping, flexible boundaries, and selective pattern recognition in DS; Develop a general parallel and
distributed simulation (PADS) architecture; Investigate other architectures that may efficiently support
the agent communication approach; Use of regression meta models as a performing alternative to long
simulation run time of COTS; Development of metrics for what can be distributed; Create a step-by-step
guide to show how to modify existing OR/MS simulations to become part of a federated DS model.
Specific:
Improve portability and flexibility of a distributed application; Develop simulation modeling for push
production; Validate and enhance the components of the architecture that is proposed in a paper (several
instances); Test the validity of the proposed architecture; Improve filter for increased accuracy; Improve
simulation analysis; Develop specifications; Define transformation rules for mapping HLAFed concepts in
a FOM (Federation Object Model) and rules to transform SC knowledge concepts in simulation models.
C. TECHNOLOGY
Broad:
Improve interoperability; Improve COTS handler; Improve distributed capabilities in COTS; Compare
distributed serial simulation with distributed parallel simulation; Model ynchronization in a distributed
way instead of a ynchroniza way; Improve time synchronization between remote services and between
visualization and simulation services; Compare time advancing mechanism; Investigate security aspects of
the network connections; Improve security of the simulation systems within WAN; Compare external
communication between the virtual and physical federates; Create algorithms for decision making;
Investigating the performance of the SC with different RTIs (e.g., MAK RTI, ynchro, Pitch pRTI); Test
different standards such as the Core Manufacturing Simulation Data (CMSD) standard under
development by SISO (SISO-STD-008-2010); Create a commercially sound proof-of-concept solution for
federated simulation; Use semantics to solve the syntactical differences between similar entities in a
federation; Using an ontology language; Create web-enabling technology; Create online web service;
Development of interfaces for use of web services; Improve technology standards, web services processes
orchestration and choreography; Create online web database for simulation builders.
(Continued)
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Table 9. Continued
Specific:
Automate the re-structuring of the business process; automate the evaluation of workflows; Automate the
generation of the code for data conversion and information hiding; Create an automatic decision support
system; Improve the simulator; Store the ontology in XML schema or even ACML schema; Construct the
super-FOM; Improve the look-ahead algorithm for more complex systems; Improve asynchronous timing
conditions; Test the scalability of the look-ahead algorithm; Test the scalability of time ynchronization
algorithms; Incorporate time synchronization scheme; Improve the Fault Tolerance mechanism; Interface
with partners; Interface with other programming languages; Create online database and repository;
Improve the DMS adapter implementation to .Net technology; Make the PF protocol applicable to all the
object management services of the RTI; Test the framework with COTS; Increase graphical capabilities of
the architecture; Translate the agent ontology from the KOJAC software design steps directly to
XML/ACML-based semantics; Create SCOR tasks’ library for use in simulation modelling.
From the analysis presented in Table 1, it is apparent that using DS approaches to SCS has the po- 712
tential to create large-scale, flexible supply chain decision support tools based on private, detailed, 713
reusable simulations. It seems to be the “natural choice” for modeling the reality of SCs, consist- 714
ing of loosely coupled and disperse sub-systems which share selected information but otherwise 715
act independently [Anagnostou & Taylor 2017] Simulation is classified as a prescriptive analytics 716
approach [Lepenioti et al. 2020]. A DSCS thus allows for experimentation of strategies between 717
different tiers of the supply chains and leads to more informed decision making. Taking the ex- 718
ample of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the global vaccination effort, the supply chain for 719
vaccines extends from research universities/pharmaceutical companies that originally developed 720
the vaccines (e.g., Oxford-AstraZeneca, Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna) to large-scale manufacturers 721
(e.g., the Serum Institute of India which has gained the license from Oxford-AstraZeneca to pro- 722
duce at least a billion doses of the vaccine), and further downstream to the regional vaccination 723
storage sites and eventually to the vaccination centre. Computer models of the different echelons 724
of the supply chain may exist; for example, Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna may have DES models 725
of their vaccination manufacturing facilities; a logistics provider may have an existing network 726
flow simulation model of cold transport and storage. Both Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna produce 727
mRNA vaccines that require ultracold storage and may be served by the same logistics provider. A 728
distributed model comprising of vaccine production facilities (model A and B) and cold storage and 729
transport (model C) would enable both the manufacturers and the logistics provider to experiment 730
with strategies that will enable the latter to maximise its use of resources to allow a controlled roll- 731
out of both vaccines, also taking into account the capacity of the numerous vaccination centres and 732
which may have its model (model D). Thus, by linking the models, it would be possible to experi- 733
ment with configurations of change in manufacturing capacity and its outcome [Currie et al. 2020] 734
in terms of logistics providers’ resource utilisation (e.g. models A-B-C); the effect of a change in the 735
capacity for administering the vaccine, for example, the availability of nurses and volunteers at the 736
various centres, and its outcome on the inventory of vaccines in cold store (models C-D); the effect 737
of logistics-related disruptions and its implications for the manufacturers and unmet demand at the 738
vaccination centres (models A-B-C-D). The development of such simulation-based decision sup- 739
port tools requires collaboration among organisations that are part of the vaccine delivery supply 740
chain; it requires shared access to data and models. One example of this is the US-based COVID- 741
19 Healthcare Coalition (C19HCC) which has galvanised healthcare organisations, technology 742
companies and NGOs into a coalition that used several computational approaches to help decision- 743
makers make better sense of COVID-19 data from heterogeneous data sources [Tolk et al. 2021]. 744
Although the context here was mainly data orchestration, forecasting and visualisation of data, a 745
collaboration such as C19HCC could help rapid development of DS for COVID-19 SCS. 746
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Table 10. Considerations for DSCS
MOTIVATIONS:
• The benefits of using DSCS as described in section 4.2.1 (e.g., faster simulation execution,
interoperability, reusability).
• Free access to DS middleware, for example, OpenRTI and Portico.
CHALLENGES:
• Most of the recommended solutions for adopting DS environments cannot be integrated
with COTS simulation packages. Where such solutions exist, for example, DSCS using
models developed in COTS packages, they are generally research projects that are
conducted with industry partners. This represents a challenge in the widespread
implementation of DS in the industry.
• A significant coding effort may be required to develop a DS. There may also be a need for
continued maintenance of the code used for integrating with DS middleware.
• The synchronization process between remote services and between visualization and
simulation services is far from perfect.
• Many of the publications constitute incremental work, which on the one hand
demonstrates advancements at the technical level, but on the other hand, ascertains the
need for more original, proof of concept and real-world contributions.
RISKS:
• Low implementation – not embraced by the industry.
• It requires two different kinds of skill-sets—one for developing a computer model and the
other for implementing the distributed model. It is a risk to implement technical solutions,
without engaging in validation and verification of the computer model itself. Most studies
on DSCS focus on message exchange and prevention of causality (akin to a technology-
pull solution).
• Increase in computing power makes distributed simulation less useful, especially if the
goal is faster execution.
• In the future, bottom-up analytical approaches such as data mining and process mining
could be instrumental in model development. This will be a radical shift from the
conventional, top-down approach being employed for the majority of DSCS studies.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Agenda for future research, as described in section 4.4.3 (refer to Table 9).
• Performance enhancements will arise from industrial applications of DSCS frameworks,
particularly in highly dynamic multi-enterprise networks (e.g. virtual enterprise).
• A prospect in which models and software packages can be combined in a “plug & play”
style that utilize the capabilities of a Grid/Cloud.
The new technological era offers DS the potential to meet future challenges by enabling the con-747
nectivity and reuse of dispersed models and thereby facilitating the development and execution of748
large systems simulations. For example, DS can be potentially used for enabling interoperability749
in Cyber-physical systems (synchronization of physical and software-based systems) and Industry750
4.0 applications (synchronization of real-time data from IoT devices with distributed execution of751
models). Wireless sensor networks and big data can enable simulations to be embedded into op-752
erational systems in smart cities [Fujimoto 2016]. Digital Twins as virtual models of real SCs can753
use symbiotic simulations for monitoring and planning, and DS can enable the distributed exe-754
cution of digital twins that may represent the different echelons of the supply chains. Moreover,755
with the increasing adoption of Cloud computing technologies in the industry, Cloud platforms756
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and services could be developed which would enable the SC partners to execute interoperable 757
simulations with databases, visualization, analytics tools, and optimisation models [Anagnostou 758
& Taylor 2017]. Cloud computing can make DS technology widely accessible and relieve users 759
from high purchasing fees for high-performance computing platforms [Fujimoto 2016], thus pro- 760
viding another opportunity for DS to flourish. The question remains, however, of how to make 761
these approaches sustainable. DS research in this area tends to be one-offs and there is little evi- 762
dence of these innovations being reused in other research or applications. However, it may now be 763
possible to develop sustainable approaches. For example, grid computing approaches have evolved 764
over the past twenty years and have become complex inter-organizational distributed systems or 765
e-Infrastructures (sometimes called cyberinfrastructures) [Bird, Jones and Kee 2009]. These are 766
used to support the needs of different research communities and enables the sharing of common 767
data, simulations, software, sensors, and computing resources used in science. High-performance 768
computing remains a core element of these and use job submission systems such as HTCondor 769
[Bockelman, Livny, Lin and Prelz 2020] to submit jobs across many different types of distributed 770
computing infrastructures such as clusters, networks of PCs, cloud, and high-performance com- 771
puting facilities [Hey and Trefethen 2005]. A major issue in e-Infrastructures is complex applica- 772
tion development and Workflow Management Systems (WMS) have emerged to simplify this 773
[Liew et al. 2016]. Given that these systems are typically open source and are supported by large 774
communities, Taylor [2019] argued that these could have a substantial impact on DS and proposed 775
a generic five-stage workflow. It is entirely possible that an e-Infrastructure could be deployed 776
across the organizations of a supply chain. Each organisation would maintain its simulation (or 777
perhaps now its “digital twin”) with links to real-time data. An end user would launch the DSCS 778
workflow. The workflow would acquire and update data feeds and distributions used by the models 779
in the supply chain through links to enterprise systems and sensors managed by edge computing. 780
The models and their updated data would then be composed into federates. These would then be 781
uploaded to cloud or a cluster with a run-time controller (e.g. a RTI). The federation would run re- 782
turn results for analysis. Potentially many federations could be executed in parallel for high speed 783
experimentation, depending on available resources. In this new world of digital twins and cyber- 784
physical systems, previous work on symbiotic simulation could be adapted to repeatedly run this 785
workflow to manage the performance of the supply chain in real-time. This, and any other ap- 786
proach to DSCS, needs to take into account the growing number and range of cyberattacks that 787
are happening increasingly in the industry. Lin et al. [2017] and Yan et al. [2013] review a range 788
of cybersecurity threats in IoT and associated areas. Buczak and Guven review data mining and 789
machine learning methods for intrusion detection. Lezzi, Lazoi and Carollo [2018] and Tuptuk and 790
Hailes [2018] review these in the context of cyber-physical systems and Industry 4.0. 791
6 CONCLUSION 792
The paper presents the state-of-the-art in distributed supply chain simulation (DSCS) and discusses 793
the agenda for future research. The synthesis of the literature is presented through the framework- 794
based approach (the conceptual Profiling, Problems, Models, Outcomes framework, or PPMO), 795
whereby several characteristics of DSCS studies are identified, for example, the context of the appli- 796
cation, model development, middleware, integration technologies, implementation, experimental 797
test-beds, and study outcome. The framework was subsequently used to evaluate a total of 131 arti- 798
cles. Full-text reading of the papers captured variables associated with our overarching framework 799
for the study. 800
The results from this profile of DSCS developments could be useful to a number of stakeholders, 801
such as supply chain analysts, simulation practitioners, distributed systems’ programmers, soft- 802
ware vendors, and researchers. This study will serve as a reference for those keen on modelling 803
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DSCS and will help them in finding the most appropriate modelling methods, distributed simula-804
tion middleware and integration technologies. The efficacy of this work derives not only from the805
broad observations of this study’s findings but also from the issues that are raised and require con-806
sideration as research in this field keeps advancing. Through the review of literature, we identified807
the constraints and trade-offs related to this distributed modelling method, we outlined practical808
solutions for alleviating the challenges which have led to relatively low adoption of distributed809
simulation in the context of supply chain management and, finally, we highlighted opportuni-810
ties for revitalizing DSCS research and practice by fusing time-tested methods and DS algorithms811
with the emerging new technologies. To conclude, for the researchers, we articulate the need for812
hybrid modelling and simulation which integrate the existing DS approaches with methods and813
techniques from other disciplines, for example, Engineering (e.g. Industry 4.0 technologies), Soft814
Operations Research (e.g. problem conceptualization at the holistic supply chain level) and Soft-815
ware Engineering (e.g., revisiting the lifecycle of a distributed modelling and simulation study816
with a focus on reusability, agile development and documentation of distributed models). For the817
SC stakeholders, we emphasize the benefit of applying DSCS for selective sharing of sub-sets of818
data and models, and which would, on one hand, address the privacy and confidentiality con-819
cerns of sensitive data, whilst effectively using non-sensitive data for better management of the820
overarching supply chain. For example, during a pandemic, such a computational set-up would821
have helped in better decision making in the context of supply chains for Personal Protective822
Equipment (PPE), PCR and RPD test kits and vaccines.823
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